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Abstract. The cloud storage and sharing system are widely used in medical
systems. The unique characteristics of cloud storage enable healthy data being
efficiently delivered and retrieved. Nevertheless, traditional medical cloud sys-
tem suffers two flaws. For one thing, centralized cloud servers are vulnerable to
malicious attack and single point of failure. For another, these systems cannot
offer a powerful capability to protect medical health data. Blockchain technol-
ogy is considered to be one of vital technologies of Bitcoin. In this paper, we
propose a security model which combines the cloud storage technology with
blockchain technology. Our model adopts Delegate Proof of Stake (DPOS)
consensus mechanism to ensure that all nodes have unified state in the network.
Additionally, the CP-ABE scheme is introduced into the Proxy Re-encryption to
store and share medical data which supports the keywords searching. Moreover,
we rank medical institutions that different ranks have different duties. In our
secure sharing models, there are no central nodes and it is a distributed envi-
ronment. It not only can reduce the access overhead of the blockchain but also
better resist the collusion attack. Furthermore, our security analysis indicates that
the proposed scheme achieves provable security under the q-DBDHE assump-
tion in the random oracle model. Then, the comparisons show that our model is
more efficient and practical than previous ones.

Keywords: Medical cloud (MC) � Blockchain � DPOS consensus mechanism �
Attribute-based Proxy Re-encryption (AB-PRE) � Privacy-preserving

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Related Work

As everyone pays more attention to health, medical health data is becoming more and
more important. Everyone expects the Medical Cloud (MC) to provide desirable health
care in a near future. However, MC is still in many concerns remain to be solved for
practical applications. In particularly, security storage and sharing issues of medical
data have become the biggest concerns in MC. the traditional medical health system
stored the user s data through the Semi Trusted Third Party server (DaSCE) in the
cloud, which improves the efficiency of storage, retrieval and sharing. However, if
DaSCE was attacked or some medical institutions are tempted by high-value sensitive
information, the medical data in the DaSCE must be leaked. Researchers in the medical
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cloud have recently explored this problem. Someone has proposed schemes based on
medical cloud. He et al. [1] proposed a private cloud platform architecture which
includes interoperability services with CCR standards according to the specific
requirements, but the architecture has not secure and private. Kyazze’s Health Ticket
model [2] helps healthcare providers to access users’ health data through the web
applications and the model uses CP-ABE to protect the user’s privacy, but the single
encryption mechanism has been unable to protect user’s privacy. Hong et al. [3]
proposed a hybrid secret sharing scheme based on attribute encryption, which achieved
more efficient access control with dynamic policy updating. Seo et al. [4] proposed a
scheme which combines traditional proxy re-encryption with ABE, so a user is able to
empower designated users to decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext with the associated
attributes of designated users. These solutions can protect medical health data well, but
they have some obstacles in sharing data stage. Literature [5] proposed a searchable
KP-ABE based proxy re-encryption, the scheme enables a data owner to efficiently
share his data to a specified group of users matching a sharing policy and meanwhile,
the data will maintain its searchable property, but its communication overhead is
relatively large. These schemes are sound but encryption processes are all required to
be carried out in the highly centralized cloud severs, which are vulnerable to malicious
attack and the single point of failure. This could lead to sensitive health data breaches.
Blockchain technology can solve these problems well. Literature [6] proposed a
MedRec scheme, it is a novel, decentralized record management system to handle
medical data by using the blockchain technology. MedRec use the features of the
blockchain and POW consensus mechanisms for authentication and management, as
well as ensuring the confidentiality of shared medical data. Fu et al. employed a better
encryption algorithm from NTT Service Evolution Laboratory to enforce the decen-
tralizing Privacy. Instead of using POW for protection, they employed Proof-of-
Credibility Score to improve the previous system [7]. Shrier and Chang proposed to
create a secure environment for storing and analyzing medical data with blockchain
technology [8].

1.2 Our Contribution

In this paper, we efficiently address both security storage, sharing and data privacy
issues in Medical cloud (MC) by introducing a security model. In our security model,
we focus on the important issues mentioned above, i.e., Decentralization, Privacy-
preserving, supporting keyword retrieval, collusion resistance, expressiveness and full
Security. We simultaneously solve these issues by combined blockchain and MC with
the attributed-based proxy re-encryption. In addition, the improved DPOS consensus
mechanism is used to ensure that nodes in the network trust each other. Our rigorous
security proofs and comprehensive comparisons with other schemes indicate that the
secure sharing model is fully secure and efficient. Specifically, our model is charac-
terized by the following attractive features.
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2 System Model

In this section, we will illustrate the basic structure of the sharing model, its threat
model and its security model.

2.1 Threat Model

In the proposed scheme, it is assumed that the medical institutions and patients in the
alliance have valid identity information. Only the owners of medical data are fully
trusted; the cloud server is honest but curious. It will abide by the protocol returning the
searched ciphertext to the value node R, but it may steal the shared data and infor-
mation; the shared requester can be malicious and collude with each other to decrypt
the data that they don’t have permissions.

2.2 System Architecture

System architecture is depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, There are four entities are involved in
the scheme: data owner, cloud server, block chain, first-level medical node alliance
group (HL1) and second-level medical node alliance group (HL2).

Data Owners: Patients and medical institutions in the alliance can store relevant
medical data. Moreover, they need to encrypted data and set sharing permissions
structure. When other medical institutions in the alliance wanted to get the data, they
need to meet the permissions in order to decrypt the ciphertext and then achieve the
original data.

HL1 and HL2:

1. Storage Phase: When the user started a storage request to the general node O0 in
HL1, O0 broadcast the message to the entire network and the check node C0 in HL2
verified the identity of user. If the verification steps are successful, O0 encrypted the
user’s data using the ABE and stored it in its own database, and then O0 broadcast
the information about the original ciphertext in the entire network again.
If over 1/3 of the nodes in the network received this information, O0 returned to the
user a message about accepted the storage request; O0 send a message about stored
the data to the current value node R at this time, R received the message and
broadcast to the entire network again. After more than 1/3 of the nodes received the
message, R begins to store the data.

2. Sharing Phase: If the medical institution in the alliance wanted to obtain medical
data of the certain user. It needs to submit a sharing request to the current value
node R at the moment; After received the request, R broadcasts the request infor-
mation to the entire network, and in HL2, the check node C1 verified the identity of
the institution and determined whether the ciphertext sharing permission was
satisfied; If the organization met the sharing permission and more than 1/3 of the
nodes received the sharing request, then R use keyword to searched the medical data
in the blockchain which was requested. Finally, R will find the corresponding TX
block.
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Blockchain and Cloud Server:

1. Storage Phase: The ciphertext CT of the original user’s data was stored in the cloud
server, and the cloud server returned the location information LM of the ciphertext;
the public-key PK of R at this time, sharing permission ðA; f Þ, the original
encryption key, the storage location information LM and the data digest are
encrypted and stored in the TX block, then put them into the blockchain according
to the structure of the Merkel tree.

2. Sharing Phase: the medical institution wanted to get the data in the alliance and the
value node R need to find the corresponding TX block. By using proxy re-
encryption for ciphertext CT

0
and sharing authority structure ðA0

; f
0 Þ, R can convert

the information which is in the TX block and make it satisfied the medical insti-
tution. And then, R broadcast this conversion information in HL1. If more than 1/3
of the nodes received this information, it means that the medical data can be shared
with the organization; Next, this institution get the CT

0
, the location information

LM of the data in the cloud server by decryption and ciphertext CT of the original
data. Through these operations, the medical institution can get the plaintext data. In
order to ensure the security of the medical data after sharing, the value node R can
revoke the sharing request information at any time through the re-encryption
algorithm.

Fig. 1. Storage phase of the security model
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2.3 Concrete Algorithm

In this section, we will give the specific algorithm construction of our proposed
scheme:

1. Setup Setupðs;UÞ ! ðGP;PK;MSKÞ: the security parameter of the preset system
is s, the attribute set of the medical institution in the alliance is U. There is a bilinear
map e : G� G ! GT , G is the additive cyclic group of prime order p and the
generator of G is g, g1 2 G. There are the following Hash functions:

H1 : ð0; 1Þ2k ! Zp;H2 : ð0; 1Þ2k ! GT ;H3 : ð0; 1Þ� ! G;

H4 : ð0; 1Þ� ! GT ;H5 : ð0; 1Þk ! Zp;H6 : ð0; 1Þk ! GT

ð1Þ

With choosing the random number a; b 2 Zp, calculate: Hx ¼ gb; x 2 U.
Global parameter: GP ¼ p; g; g1; ga; eðg; gÞa;H1; � � � ;H6ð Þ:
Public key: PK ¼ ðg; g1; ga; eðg; gÞa;HxÞ:
Master key: MSK ¼ ðga; aÞ

2. KeyGen keyGenðGP;PK;MSK; uiÞ ! ðPKi; SKiÞ: the value node R input GP, PK,
MSK, data owner’s attribute set ui�U and the medical institution attribute set ul�U,
R selects random number k 2 Zp. The public-private key pair is calculated as
follows:

SKi ¼ ðui;Ki ¼ gagak;Pi ¼ gk; ðKi ¼ H3ðuni ÞkÞuni 2UÞ SKl same argumentð Þ ð2Þ

PKi ¼ gSKiðPKl same argumentÞ ð3Þ

Fig. 2. Data sharing phase of the security model
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3. Re-KeyGen Re keyGenðGP; SKi; ðAl; flÞ;PKlÞ ! rki!l: When the value node R
selects the integers h 2 Zp and the gh; gh1 is calculated; R makes up the shared
structure ðA0

l; f
0
l Þ according to attribute set ul�U of the medical institution and the

LSSS secret sharing scheme; the re-encryption key is created as:

rk1 ¼ gagakgh1
rk2 ¼ gh

rk3 ¼ gkH5ðdÞ

rk4 ¼ C
0
ðu0l ;f 0 Þ

Ri ¼ KH5ðdÞ
i

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

ð4Þ

rki!l ¼ ðui; rk1; rk2; rk3; rk4;RiÞ ð5Þ

Where A
0
l is a a� b matrix over Zp, function f

0 ðaÞ is the attribute of the shared

organization; By selecting a row vector y
! ¼ ðd; y1; � � � ; ynÞ; and d; y1; � � � ; yn 2 Zp.

nam
!

¼ y
! �A0

am can be calculated. Among them, d represents the shared data infor-

mation, A
0
am is the m-th row vector of A

0
l, and Ul ¼ l : f

0 ðaÞ�U; 1�m� a
� �

is the

attribute set in ðA0
l; f

0 Þ.
4. Encrypt the Medical Data:

(1) Encrypt the original data Enc1ðD; ðAi; fiÞ;PKiÞ ! CTi: The value node R use
CP-ABE to encrypt the user’s public key, the original medical data and the
shared permission structure, and then the ciphertext CTi is generated and store it
in the cloud server.

(2) Encrypt Data digest and other information Enc2ðPK; LM;Di; t; ðAi; fiÞ; kiÞ !
CT

0
i ! TXi: The system public key PK, the shared structure ðAi; fiÞ, the storage

location LM of the original data in the cloud, the data digest Di and the key ki of
the decrypt original data is encrypted by R, and then generate the ciphertext
CT

0
i . R put the CT

0
i into the TX block.

5. Re-Encrypt CTiReEncðrki!l;CTi;PKl; ðA0
l; f

0 ÞÞ ! CTl: The check node C verifies
the identity of the medical institution in the alliance which need to get the shared
data, and if the verification is successful, R performs the following calculations:

CTl ¼ ðX1;X2; ðA0
l; f

0 Þ; ðYl; ZlÞN
�
1�1

l¼1 ; lÞ ð6Þ

Among them:

X1 ¼ f � eðg; gÞa�d ;X2 ¼ gd;X3 ¼ gd1 ; f 2 GT ð7Þ

Y1 ¼ ðgaÞna1
H1ðf 0 ð1ÞÞ ; � � � ; Yl ¼

ðgaÞna1
H1ðf 0 ðN�

1 � 1ÞÞ ð8Þ

Zl ¼ gs1 ; � � � ; gsl ; sl; � � � ; sl 2 Zp ð9Þ
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l ¼ eðX1; rk1Þ � eðX2; rk2Þ
Pl2UðeðYl; rk3Þ � eðZl;Rf ð1ÞÞÞwl

;wl 2 Zp and P
l2U

wl � nal ¼ d ð10Þ

6. IndexGen IndexðGP;D0
iÞ ! IDi and IDl: When R utilizes the global parameter GP,

the data digest Di of original data, and then the MACi is calculated; similarly, we
can get MACl; IDi and IDl in Re-encrypt ciphertext.

7. Re-Decrypt Re DecðSKl;CTlÞ ! CTi: the value node R checks whether the attri-
bute set ul matches the shared structure ðAl; flÞ; If there is a match, the medical
institution can decrypt CTl uses the CP-ABE to get CTi, and then the decryption
keys ki can be calculated:

ki ¼ X1

c
1

HðvÞ
; c is the part of ciphertext v 2 GT ð11Þ

CTi ¼ A1 � eðA3; ghÞ
c

; h 2 Zp ð12Þ

8. Decrypt the original data ciphertext DecðCTi; ki;GPÞ ! d: Using the formula

d ¼ A1

Pi2UðeðYl; gkÞeðX2;Rf ð1ÞÞÞwi
ð13Þ

3 Security Proof

In this section, the security of proposed sharing model is proved in the random oracle
model that it is against chosen plaintext attacks (CPA).

Lemma 4.1: Based on the q-DBDHE assumption, if the scheme in [9] is secure
against chosen plaintext attacks (CPA) in the random oracle model, our scheme is
secure against CPA.

Proof: Suppose there exists a probabilistic polynomial time adversary A can attack our
scheme with a non-negligible advantage e. We prove that the following q-DBDHE
game can be solved by the challenger B with the advantage e

2.

Initialization: Challenger B randomly picks x; y 2 Zp and multiple hash functions
H1;H2;H3;H4;H5;H6 to calculate eðg; gÞz ¼ eðg; gÞxeðg; gÞy. The global parameters
GP ¼ p; g; g1; ga; eðg; gÞa;H1; � � � ;H6ð Þ and PK ¼ ðg; g1; ga; eðg; gÞa;HxÞ are sent to
the adversary A.

Inquiry 1:

(1) Private Key Query: The adversary A queries for the private key SKU according
to the attribute set U and shared permission structure ðA�; f Þ. If U satisfies the
shared permission structure A�; fð Þ, challenger B chooses to output a value at
f0,1g and the game ends; If U is not satisfied, Challenger B picks a set of data to
make m ¼ ðm1; � � � ;mnÞ 2 Zp;m1 ¼ �1;m � A� ¼ 0.
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(2) Re-encrypt Key Query: Select the attribute set ul to determine whether it con-
forms to the shared permission structure Al; fð Þ. If ul meets the shared permission
structure Al; fð Þ, challenger B chooses to output the value at f0,1g, the game ends.
Instead, the private key SKl is obtained; the re-encrypt key rki!l ¼ ðui; rk1; rk2;
rk3; rk4;RiÞ is calculated and sent it to the adversary A.

Challenge: The adversary A selects two data digests D1;D2 which has equal length
and sends them to the challenger B. The challenger B selected one bit attributes from
h 2 ð0; 1Þ and encrypt it with the shared permission structure ðA�; f Þ. Then B gets the

ciphertext CT� and sent CT� to the adversary A. If eðg; gÞa
qþ 1s and T are equal, CT� is a

valid ciphertext.

Inquiry 2: Repeat Phase 1 adaptively.

Guess: The adversary A submits the guess h0 of h. When h0 ¼ h, the simulator rep-

resented challenger B outputs T ¼ eðg; gÞaqþ 1s; when h0 6¼ h, the simulator represented

challenger B outputs T 6¼ eðg; gÞaqþ 1s. In the game, the advantage of the adversary A is
Pr h0 ¼ h½ � � 1

2

�� ��; if h ¼ 0, it means that the advantage A can’t get any useful infor-
mation and the probability of guessing correctly is 1/2. When h ¼ 1, it means that the
adversary A can get all the information about the ciphertext and the original data, so the
advantage is 1=2þ e. Therefore, the advantage of the probabilistic polynomial time
adversary in the q-DBDHE game is Prðh0 ¼ hÞ � 1

2 ¼ 1
2

1
2 þ e
� �þ 1

2 � 12 � 1
2 ¼ e

2. To
conclude, if the adversary has non-negligible advantage e in the constructed game, he
can solve the q-DBDHE problem with the non-negligible advantage e

2. Based on the q-
DBDHE assumption, there is no adversary has significant advantage in our security
game and our scheme is secure.

4 Analysis and Comparison

1. Privacy Analysis of Medical Data Content

In order to protect medical health data while sharing and storing, our scheme uses
DPOS to rank the medical institutions. Moreover, the scheme adopts a combination of
the CP-ABE algorithm and the proxy re-encryption algorithm to store and share
medical data, which is safer than the symmetrical encryption. The data owners presets
the shared permission structure of the medical data, They use the attribute-based proxy
Re-encryption algorithm stores the complete ciphertext of original data in the cloud
server, and stores important information such as storage location and data digest in the
blockchain in order to facilitate the searching and sharing of the medical data. The
requesters want to obtain the medical data, they need to find the corresponding block
by the keyword searching in blockchain, and then they can find the ciphertext in the
cloud server. In our security model, the ciphertext is stored separately, so our model
realizes the privacy of medical data content.
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2. Collusion Resistance

When the value node R generates the re-encryption key, R could verify the attribute
set ul�U and share permission structure Al; fð Þ of medical institutions through the X2.
In our model, rk3; rk4;Ri and d 2 GT are associated; rk1; rk2; rk4 and h 2 Zp are
associated; d 2 GT is encrypted by rk4, shared permissions Ai; fð Þ and h 2 Zp.
Therefore, when rk1; rk2; rk3;Ri is hacked lead to the original data is changed, the re-
encrypted ciphertext will also be invalid according to the above relationship. If the
attribute sets, sharing permissions, and rk4 are tampered, you can verify it by calcu-
lating the following formula:

eðX2;H6ðX1;X2; ðYl; ZlÞN
�
1�1

l¼1 ; ui; ðAi; f ÞÞÞ ¼ eðg; gÞ ð14Þ

3. Scheme Comparison

In this paper, we compared the proposed scheme with some of classic cloud storage
schemes, as is shown in Table 1. Among the schemes, the scheme of Akinyele [10] and
Hong [3] are the single attribute-based encryption cloud storage scheme. The schemes
of Seo [4], Shi [11], and Luo [12] use attribute-based proxy re-encryption, but they rely
on third parties to complete storage and sharing. In particular, the Seo’s solution
required multiple data centers, so it is difficult to ensure that the medical data has not
tampered during data is transported and stored. Moreover, except for the Shi’s solution,
other schemes which the ciphertext are not searchable, these schemes have hindered the
data sharing. Our solution can realize all the functions on the table at the same time,
and select the required information according to the actual situation, so it is more
suitable for the practical application of sharing.

5 Conclusion

In order to ensure the security of medical health data in the process of storage and
sharing, we proposed a way to combine blockchain and cloud storage; the attribute-
based encryption was introduced into the proxy re-encryption which supports the

Table 1. Comparison of sharing schemes.

Scheme Key-
word
search

Attribute
encryption

Proxy
re-encryption

Attribute-based Proxy
re-encryption

Blockchain
technology

No third
party

[10] � √ � � � �
[3] � √ � � � �
[4] � √ √ √ � �
[11] √ √ √ √ � �
[12] � √ √ √ � �
our √ √ √ √ √ √
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keywords searching to store and share the medical data in the security situation. This
way avoids the problem that some share requesters want to secondary forward shared
data. The ciphertext of original data and ciphertext of re-encrypted are stored sepa-
rately, which has the possibility of preventing the collusion. Through the security proof
and privacy preserving analysis, our model has practicality. Compared with other
existing models, the proposed model gives a better performance in terms of sharing
medical data and privacy preserving.
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